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As YCAN has been advocating for action on active transport for several years, NB our public 
question to Council in April 2019, we are pleased to see the recommendation to establish an Ac-
tive Transport Advisory Committee. Greenhouse gas emissions form motorised transport account 
for approximately 15% of total emissions in the City of Yarra. The goal of reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions by reducing vehicle use in Yarra is clearly stated in the Draft Climate Emergency 
Plan, Strategic Priority 4.: Transition to zero emissions transport. Key actions include reduced 
parking ,safe cycling infrastructure and improved public spaces. Absolutely necessary to achieve 
this is to encourage, facilitate and, more urgently, fund better provisions for cyclists, pedestrians, 
scooters etc.


While acknowledging that Yarra has worked diligently to encourage greater bicycle use with good 
results, YCAN has long been concerned about the inequitable funding for roads and cars as 
compared with active transport. The budgets for bikes each year struggle to cover the myriads of 
works needed to make Yarra a truly ‘bike friendly city”. We have, in the past, brought to Council’s 
attention the U.N. recommendation that governments commit 20% of their transport funding to 
non-motorised or active transport. As this figure was given in 2018, we imagine the recommenda-
tion would now be higher! ( https://theconversation.com/cycling-and-walking-are-short-changed-
when-it-comes-to-transport-funding-in-australia-92574).


The needs of pedestrians have also suffered against those of cars. Providing shared cycle/walking 
paths is an attempt to better cater for both activities, and has certainly encouraged cycling, but 
paths are usually not wide enough to be safe for both, particularly when many pedestrians have 
dogs. The capital City Trail is a prime example of competing interests causing anger and frustra-
tion from both groups - and skaters, non-motorised scooter riders etc. People are encouraged to 
walk if the streets are quiet, with even paths, clear crossing points and plenty of shade.


We strongly supported the 30kmh speed limit being made permanent last year and have ex-
pressed our desire for this to be extended throughout Yarra. However a reduced speed limit alone 
will not facilitate and encourage more walking/cycling. The design of our roads will be crucial. At 
present, priority is given to cars, with parking in particular taking up large amounts of space which 
could be used for further tree planting to provide shade and/or bike lanes. 


The proposed Terms of Reference, though having the purpose of ‘reducing car dependency’, do 
not mention working pro-actively with traffic engineers or the Strategic Transport Manager. YCAN 
hopes this liaison will form a key part of the Active Transport Advisory Committee’s brief with pro-
visions for active transport not being secondary to those for cars. Even if the key action of sup-
porting electric vehicles  which YCAN wholeheartedly supports, encourages more such private 
and business vehicles, overcrowded roads and parked vehicles will continue to discourage cy-
cling and walking. Cautious pedestrians and cyclists need assurance that they will not be dodging 
cars at every crossing.


YCAN notes that the scope of the proposed Active Transport Advisory Committee excludes public 
transport, and that the establishment of neither a Public Transport Advisory nor Advocacy Com-
mittee is recommended. While we understand that reasons for the exclusion from the Active 
Transport Advisory Committee, we are concerned that Council’s Advocacy Action Plan may not 
have sufficient strength to act as a regular promoter of better public transport through Yarra. The 
current state government has shown a strong commitment to improved public transport in-
frastructure, in particular rail, but this may not continue with a change of government. At the same 
time, Yarra, and the climate, continue to be threatened by inappropriate freeway developments.


In summary:

•  YCAN is very happy to support the recommendation for an Active Transport Committee.and 

thanks Councillors and officers for the huge effort they have put into this proposal. 

•  In addition YCAN recommends that:

1. Council establish a Public Transport Advocacy Committee

2. the Terms of Reference include specific reference to working pro-actively with the Strategic 

Transport Manager
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3. the Terms of Reference make specific reference to the Climate Emergency Plan, which, if 
adopted, will have over-riding influence on all Council processes.


Kerry Echberg, on behalf of YCAN


